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I bought this for my husband...he needed a new Bible cover.... He loves eagles..so when I found this

one it was a perfect match for him. He loves the two tone leather..saying it is good looking and

different from most other Bible covers. The leather is high quality and the seams are well sewn. The

zipper is easy to open and close..and almost silent-which is very important when opening and

closing it is church service. The handle is big enough to enable him to carry it easily- he has a large

hand. The Bible fits inside well..with enough extra room to also carry a pair of reading glasses and a

pen inside, too. He really likes it.

I bought this for my husband's Bible. I bought a slightly bigger size than he needed but because it's

bigger, my husband is able to keep another Bible study book in there, too. He loves the ability to

keep both together. He also loves the design, feel and scripture.

This is still on my husband's Bible. It's not leather and the price doesn't cost like leather so it won't

have that charm or long life but it protects and offers ease of use if it belongs to someone who is

careful and respectful of that.

I picked this because of the verse on the front. It's one of my favorites. On the darker half there is a

swirl pattern; it says, "Those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength." This verse is repeated

throughout the swirl pattern. I have a hardcover Bible and it's somewhat heavy. This holds it nicely.

It also has pockets on the inside to put pens or notes in.

I was really impressed when I rec'd my bible cover. It is large enough for my bible. I bought a large.

It also has a place for your pen and on both sides there is a place for your papers when you take

notes. i am very pleased

Fits my son's John MacArthur Hardback study bible great!

pretty big but well made bought as a gift

Very nice, and saves wear and tear on my bible
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